ABSTRACT. “Learning Analytics” became a buzzword during the hype surrounding the advent of “big data” MOOCs, however, the concept has been around for over two decades. When the first online courses became available it was used as a tool to increase student success in particular courses, frequently combined with the hope of conducting educational research. In recent years, the same term started to be used on the institutional level to increase retention and decrease time-to-degree. These two applications, within particular courses on the one hand and at the institutional level on the other, are at the two extremes of the spectrum of Learning Analytics – and they frequently appear to be worlds apart. The survey describes affordances, theories and approaches in these two categories.
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Educational data mining versus learning analytics and knowledge

Learning Analytics (Duval, Verbert, 2012) arguably started out as Educational Data Mining (EDM) in the mid-nineties (Romero, Ventura, 2007), even though the term “analytics” was not used until later. EDM is technically different from Learning Analytics and Knowledge (LAK) (Siemens, Baker, 2012), but the differences are subtle. EDM has a stronger focus on automation, while LAK has a stronger focus on informing educators and human judgment. EDM follows a reductionist approach, while LAK pursues a holistic approach using frequently different sets of algorithms of varying effectiveness (Papamitsiou, Economides, 2014; Chatti et al., 2014). Overall, LAK is somewhat more “osteopathic” when it comes to treating learning challenges in courses – but the goal is the same: increased learning outcomes. The distinction eventually became less relevant as a much stronger fault line in the field of Learning Analytics emerged (Kortemeyer, 2016a; Kortemeyer, 2017).
Transactional versus institutional data

While virtually all early efforts focused on individual courses and transactions within those courses (transactional data), the use of the term “Learning Analytics” increasingly moved toward institutional core data (institutional data). Student Information Systems, Registrars, and Financial systems were starting to be considered as data sources. With these new data sources, Learning Analytics moved toward pathways through curricula and towards degrees – with the notable course-level exception of MOOCs (e.g., Kim et al., 2014; Rayyan et al., 2014; Eichhorn, Matkin, 2016). The next figure compares these two ends of the spectrum of Learning Analytics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institutional Data</th>
<th>Transaction Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Cheap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Insight into learnig behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Longitudinal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comprehensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Order of magnitude more data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Condensed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>Noisy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incomplete, only some aspects of a course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Often limited to course container</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Limited to subset of students who used the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A whole semester of learning in one number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Institutional data is usually clean, it follows students over their entire tenure at an institution, and it is comprehensive; this is not surprising since degrees depend on the correctness of these data, and at least in the USA, they represent an enormous amount of tuition investment. For better or worse, these data are also condensed, with a whole semester of learning and assessment being compressed into a single data point: the grade. Finally, it is expensive to compile these data, since they are frequently scattered over a variety of disjoint systems and databases from different eras, including legacy systems from the mainframe days - but it is the very combination of these various data sources that often leads to the greatest insights.

Transactional data from courses, on the other hand, are cheap to obtain, since the data is usually a byproduct of running a Course Management System and as such automatically gathered in a single system. Most techniques rely on two data sources within the same system: log files and grade books. The data points track students through their progress within a course and can be used to analyze learning behavior. Instead of boiling down to a single final grade, the online components of a typical course produce three to five orders more magnitude data points per student. However, these data tend to be noisy, as they include undesirable behavior such as copying homework or guessing on answers, as well as more or less random navigational events; these events need to be carefully taken into consideration before drawing conclusions. In most Course Management Systems, the data are limited to a particular course container, and if the use of the system is not mandatory, strong selection effects need to be considered as only a subset of students might use the system.

The affordances of institutional data

A common goal of deploying Learning Analytics on an institutional level is increased graduation rate. This ratio of graduating to admitted students is publicly available and an important quality measure of universities in their competition for students; since students (or their parents) typically invest $30-$50k per year in tuition, they consider this figure as a measure of the protection of their investment when deciding where to enroll. Since even state-supported public universities get around 70% of their general (as opposed to project-related) funds from tuition and fees, competition among institutions of higher education is fierce.

Grade Point Averages

As an example of findings from Learning Analytics on an institutional level, a university may be interested trends in Grade Point Averages (GPAs) and their correlation with graduation and persistence. In a recent internal study at Michigan State University of the “Murky Middle” (Venit et al., 2015), it was found that small differences in GPAs between students in early semesters tend to be amplified over time, i.e., upward GPA trends early in a student’s career may be indicative of eventual student success.
semester cumulative GPA of 2.4 at their institution. Findings like these lead to increased attention to these early grades and policy decisions to provide more individual coaching and advising to the students who might be in danger of dropping out.

Major Migration
Another interesting phenomenon is the migration of students among majors, particularly in and out of STEM majors (Maltese, Tai, 2011). For example, at Michigan State University it was found that only 50% of the students initially declaring a STEM major graduate with a STEM degree, while 25% migrate to non-STEM majors and, more alarmingly, 25% never graduate. More than 60% of the students who initially did not declare a major graduate with a non-STEM degree, compared to only 20% who eventually get a STEM degree. Data like these can be used in recruitment to make sure that graduating classes have the desired composition according to departmental capacities, or they can be used in student advising.

Equal Opportunity
US-American universities are concerned about providing equal opportunity for students of all backgrounds (Murtagh et al., 1999). Thus, students are tracked by race regarding the number of credits taken per semester and time-to-degree. It is a reason for concern if particular segments of the student population have higher attrition or longer times-to-degree. A recent study at Michigan State University showed that while on the average, white and non-white students take the same number of credits and take equally long to graduate, the achievement spectrum is wider for non-white students, i.e., the tails of the distributions in achievement measures are wider.

Curriculum Pathways and Student Advising
The higher education model of Liberal Arts commonly employed in the USA mandates that students take a considerable number of courses outside their majors, where they might have wide leeway in their curricular choices. It is the task of Student Advisors to guide students through their degree requirements, and Learning Analytics are increasingly used to provide new tools for both students and their advisors. Typically, one advisor has to deal with 300 or more students; thus computer-assistance is considered essential.

Tracking the pathways of previous students with different demographics through their curricula, Learning Analytics can make predictions of success for current students in particular future courses. For example, based on historical data, a certain course might be predicted to be “hard” for a particular current student, while another course might be “easier”. These selection rules are designed to move students toward graduation most quickly with the highest possible GPA. A common criticism is that these selection rules encourage a curriculum based on grade rather than educational considerations; they might also push student interest into the background of the educational experience.

The Affordances of Transactional Data
Course-level Learning Analytics typically puts an emphasis on formative assessment, i.e., the assessment that accompanies the ongoing learning process. Early on, the goal often was the creation of adaptive, personalized, “intelligent” learning environments (EDM philosophy); this turned out to be an uphill battle, as teaching and learning have many “moving parts” (Gašević et al., 2016). Instead of automated systems that attempt to guide learners independent of instructors, today dashboards are providing instructors with Learning Analytics as integrated or pluggable components of Course Management Systems (Verbert et al., 2013). A major goal here is the early identification of students-at-risk, as well as quality control of online materials and Just-In-Time Teaching interventions (Novak, 1999). Also, transactional data deliver valuable research insights for studies on student learning. We illustrate this claim by some examples from introductory physics courses (Kortemeyer, 2014a).

Performance Prediction
A course is typically composed of a wide variety of educational components: exams, homework, quizzes, labs, materials, as well as possibly attendance and “clicker” questions. Still, we found that up to 87% of this final grade can be predicted by online student behaviors using a combination of different data-mining methods applied to online components of physics courses (Minaei-Bidgoli et al., 2003). As the final grade is largely determined by exam scores, we are essentially considering how well online behavior predicts exam scores. The most important predictor is the total number of correctly solved online homework problems, followed by the number of tries required to arrive at the correct solution. However, getting a problem correct on the very first attempt is a much weaker predictor, with an impact approximately equal to measures of time-spent-on-task. Apparently, in physics courses, persistence is a better indicator of success than immediate “genius”. Participation in online discussions was found to be a weak predictor of success in our physics courses.

Cramming
A significant problem in physics courses is students falling behind in the materials. As exams are approaching, students might attempt to catch up and read too much material in too short an amount of time. This behavior is frequently called “cramming”, but cannot be measured if the course uses traditional textbooks – while instructors may suspect that those do not get read, there is no access log. Learning Analytics of online access data can provide insights into the level to which course structure can discourage this unproductive behavior (Seaton et al., 2014). We analyzed the usage of online course materials in courses at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Michigan State University. In courses that were otherwise taught traditionally (weekly end-of-chapter online homework and a small number of midterms), log files show “cramming” before exams, i.e., strong peaks in access frequency of online materials right before exams. Despite weekly homework, students do not regularly access the course materials between exams. Access is also highly selective, as students only read materials immediately relevant for these homework assignments, with extensive portions of the course materials only being accessed by very few students. Attempting to solve problems frequently precedes reading relevant materials.

This unproductive behavior declines when embedding the online homework directly into the materials (as possible in the course management system we are using, LON-CAPA), paired with frequent exams. We found that while in traditional courses, only half of the students read at least half of the materials, in reformed courses, more than 90% of the students do so. The strong access frequency peaks vanish for more distributed smaller peaks. Earlier results already demonstrated that this reformed course structure leads to a more positive attitude toward the course in general and
less unproductive problem-solving behavior (Laverty et al., 2012). Combining these findings, more frequent summative assessment (frequent small quizzes instead of few large exams) appears to lead to both qualitatively and quantitatively more efficient learning environments.

**Guessing and Copying**

The number of tries to solve online homework problems used by students was found to be a predictor of overall course success (Minaei-Bidgoli et al., 2003). Particularly in physics, problems tend to be open-ended free-response, where students type in numbers such as “42.6 Nm” rather than picking one of a limited number of multiple-choice items. This kind of problem, alongside with ranking tasks, while more complex to write, is much more closely coupled with conceptual thinking than simple 1-out-of-N multiple-choice problems (Kortemeyer, 2006).

Instructors are granting anywhere from just one to an infinite number of tries to arrive at the correct solution, and they also employ different reward schemes including reduced credit for using more tries. Unfortunately, these choices can influence student behavior when it comes to random guessing or copying of answers. If students are given a large number of attempts, they frequently do not pay much attention to a particular attempt and enter “random” numbers. Typical patterns include randomly changing the sign, changing the result by factors of two, or by orders of magnitude. For example, we found that more than half of the retries on online homework are submitted within less than one minute of the previous failed attempt when multiple attempts are allowed – hardly enough time for a serious effort on checking answers and derivations (Kortemeyer, Riegler, 2010). Resubmission times are slightly shorter for male than for female students (Kortemeyer, 2009), but in any case below acceptable limits. Granting very few attempts, on the other hand, can lead to students copying answers from others out of desperation. What is a good choice?

We analyzed homework transaction logs from several introductory physics courses for scientists and engineers (Kortemeyer, 2015). These were taught by different instructors who had different policies regarding allowed tries. We found that granting a large number of tries for open-ended free-response online homework is not beneficial. The rate at which students succeed on a given attempt decreases with increasing number of allowed tries, and the rate at which students give up and stop working on problems after a given attempt does not depend on the number of allowed tries. We also found that subsequent attempts to solve online homework were largely independent of each other, i.e., that students frequently did not learn from their mistakes. This finding corresponds to the short resubmission times, as well as unsystematic plug-and-chug strategies that do not allow students to go back through their derivations and fix errors (Kortemeyer, 2016b).

Having a large or even unlimited number of tries appears to lead to less and less desirable problem-solving strategies, as students are not truly taking advantage of these additional chances. Instructors might grant many tries with the intention to allow students to keep working till they master a concept, but we found that running out of tries is a far less likely reason for failure than simply giving up.

The data-driven model, which we developed based on extrapolating trends from the courses with different policies, puts the optimum number at five allowed tries. While students may not be happy with this choice, in reality, it rarely keeps students from eventually solving problems; in a course where five tries were used, the vast majority of students solved almost all homework problems.

**Item Response Theory**

Our studies show that homework has a major role in online physics courses, and has a high predictive power. Thus, when developing, deploying, and maintaining online courses, their homework components deserve particular attention, and quality control is essential. Early on, it was shown that Classical Test Theory could successfully be employed to obtain measures of homework item quality (Kortemeyer et al., 2008). In a summative assessment, e.g., exams, a commonly used tool is Item Response Theory (IRT). We studied if this same tool can be used to evaluate the meaningfulness of online homework (Kortemeyer, 2014b) to enhance Learning Analytics, as well as uncover useful student traits. For example, online homework items that have more desirable item parameters (average difficulty and high discrimination) could receive more weight in subsequent data mining efforts. Due to copying and guessing, as well as multiple allowed tries, this application of IRT is not straightforward. When using IRT to estimate the learner trait of ability, results obtained from online homework exhibit the expected relation to exam data, but the agreement in absolute terms is moderate. Our earlier, more classical approaches were more successful to gauge student success (Minaei-Bidgoli et al., 2003). When it comes to item parameters, in particular measures of difficulty and discrimination, the latter is less affected by the homework environment than the former.

The agreement of homework and exam data, as well as the quality of item parameters, is not improved by using more complicated models (Gönültaşe, Kortemeyer, 2017). This somewhat unexpected finding is true both for traditional higher-order models with a higher number of item parameters, as well as new models we proposed that attempt to model student behavior such as guessing and copying through added student traits.

The effect of considering only the first attempt on homework wears out over the course of the semester as the integrity of student study behavior declines. While in the first quarter of the course, it is one of the strongest indicators, later in the semester, students start working in less and less desirable ways, and first-attempt success becomes more of an indicator of copying solutions than immediate understanding. As found earlier, in the long run, eventually solving a problem is a better indicator of student success than getting problems correct on the very first attempt.

**Discussion**

It can easily be argued that Learning Analytics on the institutional level do not analyze learning, but rather work as a tool for optimizing curricular pathways and moving students most efficiently toward the achievement of the product “degree”. In these mechanisms, faculty members are frequently treated as interchangeable commodities (Gašević et al., 2016), as historical data on other courses and students are used as the base for selection rules rather than current student-faculty interaction. Learning innovation is discouraged in this framework.

On the other hand, Learning Analytics of transactional data can provide insights into learning behavior. An interesting proposal is the combination of both “worlds” of Learning Analytics, but would this indeed be the “best of both worlds”? A serious concern is student privacy and undue influence: administrators probably should not have access to course-level analytics, as control over the educational experience should remain with the faculty member. On the other hand, faculty members should not have access to the institutional data of a student, as that access may influence their grading decisions. Academic Advisors and the students themselves, however, would benefit from a combination of both “worlds”, but currently no efforts in that direction are underway.
Conclusion

Within the two worlds of Learning Analytics, many challenges remain. Learning Analytics on an institutional level can easily lead to one-size-fits-all behavior and neglect of contextual and individual differences. There is a danger of treating education as a commodity toward achieving the final product of a degree; generality is easily achieved but possibly over-emphasized. On the other hand, Learning Analytics on the course level (transactional data), where it arguably has its origins, still appears as an eclectic collection of findings - since we are now dealing with transactions within a particular course, results are strongly context-dependent and may lack generality.
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Sintesi

L’avvento dei Massive Open Online Courses MOOC (Corsi online aperti su larga scala) ha recentemente suscitato grande interesse e riscosso un grande successo. Una delle parole chiave che sintetizza maggiormente questa nuova esperienza dell’apprendimento è il “Learning Analytics”. Sebbene il concetto si sia diffuso solo negli ultimi anni, la sua nascita è da riferirsi a molto tempo prima, il termine è infatti in circolazione da oltre due decenni. Quando i primi corsi online si resero disponibili e la metodologia di apprendimento a distanza iniziò ad essere introdotta a supporto degli studenti in alcuni corsi specifici, i corsi così sperimentali vennero spesso introdotti insieme ad i corsi tradizionali. Negli ultimi anni, lo stesso termine iniziò ad essere utilizzato a livello istituzionale per incrementare la permanenza (evitando i trasferimenti in altre università) e, al contempo, ridurre il tempo necessario per conseguire la laurea. I due obiettivi, che spesso sembrano essere due mondi a parte, sono presenti sia a livello istituzionale che nell’introduzione di alcuni corsi specifici e rappresentano i due estremi dello spettro del Learning Analytics. L’articolo descrive l’affordance, ossia le qualità ed opportunità di utilizzo, le teorie e gli approcci rispetto a questi due mondi.